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Abstract: Stories should invite learners to make the characters and the language their own. This 
presentation will provide participants with practical ways for learners to interact with graded 
readers in and out of the classroom. Based on experience as a classroom teacher, program 
coordinator, and materials writer, the presenter will share some pitfalls best avoided along with 
plenty of example activities to support readers interacting with their reading on both a textual and a 
narrative level.

Summary of activities
Listening and reading focus: Teacher-led
Possible with just one book, or class sets.
1.Teacher reads aloud as far as the first choice.
2.Students either listen or read along depending upon number of copies of the book, aims, 

class level, other considerations.
3.Students discuss option in pairs or small groups. Class votes on the path to follow.
4.Instructor reads to the next choice. Continue.

Option: begin as above, but students take over after the first choice. Students work in 
pairs. One reads aloud and the other student makes the choice. Then, students 
alternate roles.

Reading and discussion focus: Student-oriented
Requires class sets.
1.Divide class into two sets.
2.One set always follows the top choice; the other always follows the bottom choice.
3.Read silently until reaching an ending.
4.Each set of students recounts and discusses the story in pairs or small groups, returning 

to the text and reviewing as needed. Builds comfort retelling the story.
5.Then, pair students from different halves of the class, and they recount their different 

stories to each other.
Student-centered option: Each student reads silently in class or at home until 
reaching an ending. Pairs of students recount and discuss their stories.

Listening and speaking focus: Reading circle adaptation.
Requires minimum one book per group.
1.Put students into group of 4 or 5. Assign each student an initial role: Reader (1), 

Advisors (2-3), Decider (1).
2.The Reader reads aloud to the group until reaching a choice.
3.Advisors ask questions of the Reader for clarification and then declare their choice and 

the reason. “Letʼs go for help because the fire is too dangerous.” “No we should stay 
here and wait.”

4.The Decider listens to the advisors, but makes a final choice.
5.Rotate roles in a circle. The Decider becomes the next Reader. The Reader becomes an 

Advisor and the last Advisor becomes the next Decider.

Writing focus: Journal report
Students complete reading to one ending and then write the story in the first person. Skills 
focus on sequence, cause and effect, conditionals/hypotheticals for advanced students.

Option: Set a minimum number of keywords from the glossary to be used in the 
journal to focus on vocabulary.
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Writing focus: Creative writing
1.Set students to read a particular sequence to the end, or to a point partway through.
2.To set up the task the first time, the instructor selects a branch in the story and creates 

1-3 new choices.
3.Students continue the story from one of those choices.
4.Next, students create their own new choices and endings as they like.

Vocabulary focus: Mapping
1.Ask students to map the story sequence of page numbers.
2.Then ask them to re-read and identify 1-4 keywords or phrases on each page.
3.Send keyword lists to Wordle to generate a visual cue card for each branch of the book. 

(Thanks @oyajimbo!)
4.Students exchange Wordles with a list of page numbers as a story preview.
5.Cards can also help students discuss or recount the stories.

Vocabulary focus: Collocation
Glossary words are generally lower frequency vocabulary that are key to the story. By 
design, the frequency of these words in the adaptation is increased for repeated exposure 
and multiple associated context clues. After reading to one ending, have students review 
the sequence, noting those words in context and looking for collocations.

Option: Extend by using online collocation sources such as the Corpus of 
Contemporary American English http://corpus.byu.edu/coca or GDEX Demo 
Dictionary http://forbetterenglish.com.

Speaking-Listening Focus: Outside of class
1.Student rereads each segment of the story (usually one to three pages between 

choices) until comfortable.
2.Then, record reading aloud on phone.
3.Listen repeatedly and shadow if possible.
4.Good fluency practice for those who are hesitant or especially concerned about 

accuracy.
5.Prepares weaker students for pair or group discussion of the stories.
6.CYOA readersʼ second person voice is easy to read aloud and to listen to.

Pitfalls and surprises based on past experience
1.Avoid software and barcode scanner systems; Excel or at most Filemaker are enough 

for inventory.
2.Good old fashioned library pockets and cards work well. Just search “library cards 

pockets” on your favorite online shopping site.
3.Like many people starting out, we set the book levels too high in purchasing or 

assignments. (Almost) always safer to go low.
4.Small collection? Inadequate budget? Ask students to buy one or two readers and swap 

in class--then ask them to donate them at the end of the year. You might be very 
pleasantly surprised how many donations you get.

5.Student workers in a resource center are worth the hassle of paying them etc. Students 
will go and hangout in a room staffed by student more readily than one staffed by an 
office worker.
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